
      Helping Kids Understand Voting & Elections &  
                    Creating Future Voters    
 
 
As voting day gets closer, children may be wondering what all of the 
election chaos and ongoing debates are about. Children are naturally 
curious—especially if their parents are preoccupied with the election—
and might want to know what the President does and how the voting 
process works. 

 
No matter what your political beliefs, there's one thing parents can agree on: We are being inundated 
with election coverage over the past few weeks. Chances are that your child has begun to notice 
campaign signs, television commercials, news coverage, T-shirts, bumper stickers, buttons and 
conversations about the election. 
 
The increase in campaign coverage may also bring interesting questions from your child. While even 
young children can get caught up in the excitement of a campaign, they may be confused about how it 
works. Here are some questions your children may ask, along with ideas on how to phrase your 
response:  

What is voting? 

 
You can explain to young children (preschoolers) that voting is a way for a group to make a decision, 
rule or law. For example, you might remind your child about the times you all vote as a family to make 
a decision…’remember when we vote who wants pizza for dinner OR burgers?---We count and 
then decide by which food gets the most votes!!!”  Family members can cast votes for a favorite 
meal, favorite book, what to do on va-cay or favorite weekend activity, to participate in the process. 

Who can vote? 

Older school-age children are ready to learn that when this country began, the Founding Fathers 
wrote a constitution describing how we would govern ourselves. It said people should vote but didn't 
say who could vote. That was left to each state to decide, which created problems. In the past, people 
were denied the right to vote because of gender, social class, or ethnic origin.  

Why Can’t I Vote? 

Let your child know that even though they can't vote until they are 18 years old, they can talk to the 
adults in their life about  voting and campaigning for their favorite causes and candidates. Future 
voters can also pass out fliers, help at polling places (in some states), listen to debates and wear 
buttons or T-shirts for their favorite nominee. 

Why should people vote? 

Raise a future voter by teaching children about the importance of making their voices heard. Tell them 
that regardless of whether your choice wins or looses, it is important to participate AND if you don’t 
then you cannot complain about the laws or rules!!  Explain that because a surprising number of 
elections are very close and determined by small margins, it's important for all eligible voters to 
participate at the local and national level. 
 
Take your child with you to vote (if possible) and explain to them simply---what you are doing and 
WHY.   
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